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Refreshing   Historic   Oakmont   Court   Residences 

AMITY   +   KETT   ARCHITECTURE   AND   INTERIOR 
DESIGN   SELECTED   BY   TRINITY   UNIVERSITY 

 
OLMOS   PARK,   TEXAS   --    Interior   designer   Amity   Worrel   and   architect   Dianne   Kett   have 
announced   the   opening   of   their   new   residential   design   studio    Amity   +   Kett   Architecture 
and   Interior   Design    at   4211   McCullough   Avenue   in   downtown   Olmos   Park.   The   new   design 
partnership   has   recently   been   selected   by   Trinity   University   for   the   renovation   of   four 
residences   located   in   the   Monte   Vista   neighborhood   on   historic   Oakmont   Court.  
 
The   residences   are   planned   to   be   utilized   as   homes   for   Trinity   faculty.   “We   are   working 
together   with   Trinity   University   to   create   a   respectful   renovation   that   aesthetically   preserves 
the   period   while   accommodating   the   modern   functionality   needs   of   today’s   families,” 
interior   designer,   Amity   Worrel      said. 
 
The   San   Antonio   design   studio   is   a   new   joint   venture   from      two   Austin   firms,   Amity   Worrel 
&   Co.   and   DK   Studio.   “Through   our   experience   working   together   on   many   Travis 
county-area   projects,   we   found   that   we   have   excellent   creative   synchronicity   and   great 
communication.   This   has   successfully   served   our   projects   as   well   as   our   clients,”   said   Kett. 
“We   both   love   the   history   and   architecture   in   San   Antonio’s   neighborhoods   and   recognize 
the   opportunity   in   San   Antonio,”   Kett   added.   “Dianne   and   I   are   thrilled   to   be   part   of   the 
growing   design   community   here   in   Olmos   Park   and   are   very   excited   about   the   unique   design 
opportunities   our   San   Antonio   clients   will   offer.   It   is   distinctly   different   from   the   Austin 
market,”   said   Worrel. 
 
The   firm   brings   full-service   residential   architecture,   interior   design   and   interior   decorating 
services   to   the   greater   San   Antonio-area.   The   design   services   encompass:   remodels,   custom  
builds,   plan   and   space   elevation   analysis,   furniture   planning,   furniture   and   fabric 
specification,   color   and   materials,   lighting   specification,   product   purchasing,   millwork  
specification,   fixture   and   fitting   selections,   furniture   budgeting,   custom   furniture   design   and 
procurement,   product   expediting   and   procurement. 
 
In   addition,   Amity   +   Kett   will   host   “Design   Discovery,”   an   event   series   held   at   their   studio 
that   features   informational   talks   with   insights,   discussions   and   tips   presented   by   various   local  
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design   experts.   According   to   Kett   and   Worrel   Design   Discovery   is,   “our      way   to   help   promote, 
connect   and   enjoy   the   design   industry   through   these   fun   informal   talks.”   There   is   no   charge 
for   the   events,   but   will   be   invitation-only   due   to   limited   seating   at   the   studio.   Interested 
individuals   who   wish   to   attend   need   to   sign-up   online   at   www.amitykett.com   in   order   to 
receive   an   invitation.   The   first   event,   “Revealed:   Secrets   of   how   to   work   with   architects, 
interior   designers   and   custom   builders,”   is   planned   for   January   25,   2018. 
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Link   to   Image   1: 
http://amitykett.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/amity-kett-san-antonio-architecture-in
terior-design.jpg 
Caption: One   of   the   Amity   Kett   design   projects   on   Oakmont   Court 
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